InSpire Cedar Shake

Natural-look Cedar Roofing... InSpired Style with Minimized Fire Risk

Historically, the natural elegance of shake roofing has come at a high cost from recurring maintenance, the risk of decay, and even worse, fire. InSpire™ Roofing Cedar Shake is changing the concept of shake roof architecture. Carrying a limited lifetime warranty, our Cedar Shake combines
optimum fire protection with no maintenance ever being required.
InSpire Cedar Shake carries a Class A
fire rating. In comparison, some wood
shake roofing is available as Class B
(moderate fire exposure), while much
of it is either Class C (light), or else
carries no fire rating at all. The Composition (which is 100% recyclable) is an
innovative mineral filled polyolefin that
is able to withstand the elements. Durability combines with authenticity that’s
imparted by state of the art molding
technology. All the attraction of natural
shake roofing is delivered with significantly lower investments in money and

time, while enjoying increased “Life
Cycle” savings. In addition, each bundle
is pre-sorted for color and widths at the
Factory and the shingle locking Tabs
provide an easy method of installation
that will result in a structurally sound
roof system. Since our Cedar Shake
is virtually maintenance-free, InSpire
relieves homeowners from chores that
risk safety. There is no need to get the
ladder out and scale the roof to perform work at dangerous heights, or hire
someone to do so. InSpire’s durability also makes it the sustainable cedar
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alternative. In addition to the stated
benefits, there’s no forced reliance on
chemical treatments that need to be
repeated every several years for wood
shakes that could themselves require
replacement in less than 20 years. With
this next-generation shake roofing,
homeowners don’t have to commit to
lower fire resistance ratings or the ongoing cost of periodic roof service calls.
InSpire allows them to easily embrace
the shake style they love while gaining the peace of mind and charm that
endures for a lifetime.
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